SPANISH Plan Requirements

Campus: UMich  RG = Requirement Group
Career: ULSA  RQ = Requirement
Program: "blank"  LN = Line
Plan: 8990ABLSA/8990BSLSA/8990BSCLSA

RG 2229(BA)/2397(BS)/6010(BSC)  SPANISH PREREQUISITES
Effective FA00/1310 (09/06/2000)

RQ 2696  Spanish Prerequisites (Does not print)
Effective FA06/1610 (09/05/2006)
LN 0010  Spanish prereq
Effective FA00/1310 (09/06/2000)
LN 0010  SPANISH 275 AND 276

RG 2230(BA)/2399(BS)/6010(BSC)  SPANISH CONCENTRATION CORE
Effective FA00/1310 (09/06/2000)

RQ 2807  Spanish Departmental Credit
Effective FA97/1060 (09/03/1997)
LN 0010  Spanish departmental units must be reviewed by a concentration advisor if students wish to apply them to their concentration requirements.

RQ 2697  Required 300 level courses for Spanish
Effective FA12/1910 (09/04/2012)
LN 0010  Indy Stdy or Internship Limit
LN 0030  279-399 level Spanish courses
LN 0040  400 level Spanish
Effective FA06/1610 (09/05/2006)
LN 0010  Indy Stdy or Internship Limit
LN 0020  Four courses in Literature
LN 0030  279-399 level Spanish courses
LN 0040  400 level Spanish
Effective FA00/1310 (09/06/2000)
LN 0010  Two courses in Literature
LN 0020  Electives

RQ 2698  Required 400 level courses for Spanish
Effective FA06/1610 (09/05/2006)

INACTIVE
Effective FA00/1310 (09/06/2000)
LN 0010  Two courses in Literature
LN 0020  Electives

RQ 2699  Cognates for Spanish
Effective FA00/1310 (09/06/2000)
LN 0010  Maximum 1 cognate course

RG 2231(BA)/2402(BS)/6012(BSC)  AREA DISTRIBUTION- SPANISH (precondition not equal honors)
Effective FA00/1310 (09/06/2000)

RQ 2891  Area Distribution Requirement...
Effective FA97/1060 (09/03/1997)
LN 0010  Seven units from Humanities
SPANISH Plan Requirements

LN 0020 Seven units from Natural Sciences
LN 0030 Seven units from Social Sciences

RQ 2892 Additional Area Distribution Requirement...
Effective FA02/1410 (09/03/2002)
LN 0010 Three additional units from Humanities
LN 0020 Three additional units from Natural Sciences
LN 0030 Three additional units from Social Sciences
LN 0040 Three units from Mathematical and Symbolic Analysis
LN 0050 Three units from Creative Expression
LN 0060 Three units from Interdisciplinary
LN 0070 Three additional units from Interdisciplinary
LN 0080 Three additional units from Interdisciplinary

Effective FA97/1060 (09/03/1997)
LN 0010 Three additional units from Humanities
LN 0020 Three additional units from Natural Sciences
LN 0030 Three additional units from Social Sciences
LN 0040 Three units from Mathematical and Symbolic Analysis
LN 0050 Three units from Creative Expression

RG 5003(BA)/5004(BS)/6013(BSC) SPANISH TOTAL UNITS AND GPA REQUIREMENT
(precondition not equal honors)
Effective FA00/1310 (09/06/2000)
RQ 4209 Total Units and GPA Requirement for Spanish (Does not print)
Effective FA00/1310 (09/06/2000)
LN 0010 Minimum 15 units taken in residence or on a UM study abroad program
LN 0020 Minimum 30 units in the concentration
LN 0030 Minimum 2.0 GPA in the concentration (precondition not equal honors)